Map Legend

Castle Special Management Area

Designated Summer Trails

Public Land Use Zone
Rocky Mountains Forest Reserve
Designated Summer Trails
Hiking Trails
Forestry Office
Hiking
Information Kiosk
Parking
Stage Area/Parking
Parks/Shelter
Trail Gates (Open December 1 to April 30)
Trail Intersections

Reservoir
16Ave.
14Ave.
84St.

Motorized uses - Permitted only on trails designated and posted in the area.
Access Management Plan Trails

Follow directions on signs as posted.

In potentially hazardous areas.

What is a Public Land Use Zone

A Public Land Use Zone (PLUZ) is an area of land to which legislative controls are applied under the authority of the Public Land Act.
A PLUZ is created specifically for that land base and the conditions that exist within it.

Public Land Signs

Public Land Use Classification
Designated Motorized Summer Trails
Road Classification
Public Highways and Forest of Government

What Types of Motorized Vehicles Are 1 Driving

Sedan / Side by Side / Quad / Motorcycle / Snow Machine

Trail Classification
Designated Motorized Summer Trails

Road Classification
On-highway vehicles only are permitted on these roads.

Notes:
Trail access may be amended, modified or closed by a Forest Officer in response to fires, fire hazard, flooding, wildlife or other environmental and safety concerns. Please ensure you have the current information on the area to which you are travelling and obey all posted signs and notices.

The information as depicted is subject to change, therefore the Government of Alberta assumes no responsibility for discrepancies at time of use.
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